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the first study of its kind in Singapore, researchers led by Associate Professor Shirley Ho and Nanyang 
Assistant Professor Juliana Chan of Singapore’s Nanyang Technological University surveyed 967 
Singaporean citizens and permanent residents about a subject that we know surprisingly little 
about. Do Singaporeans welcome science and technology’s impact on their lives? What do they 

understand about science? Are they engaged with scientific and technological developments?

Discovering what Singaporeans think about these issues is increasingly important. Science and technology 
are expanding their presence in the public consciousness and shouldering ever-growing hopes in Singapore’s 
economic, environmental and social progress. Science is present whenever Singaporeans need to decide on 
medical treatments, negotiate community values, and even select food for their families. Singapore’s scientific 
journey requires the public’s trust and support for what can be very expensive and uncertain efforts.

Yet for many, science is both astounding and mysterious, a source of hope as well as fear, and a provider of 
more questions than answers. How can scientists claim to not only understand but also manipulate the minute 
building blocks of life such as DNA? How can scientists be so certain about a new vaccine’s safety? Are we 
giving over too much of our natural environment to technological developments? When the frontiers of science 
run up against long held values and beliefs or create new risks, the public needs the scientific knowledge and 
the means to engage and resolve the inevitable conflicts.

This report presents the results of a survey among Singaporeans to determine their level of science literacy 
and their attitudes and views towards science and technology.

The survey finds a clear need to enlarge and improve public discussion about science and technology in 
Singapore. While Singaporeans feel largely positive about the role of science and technology in their lives and 
support the devotion of significant public funds to these efforts, they also fear that science and technology is 
changing their way of life too fast, in isolation from other perspectives that are important to the way they live 
their lives, such as faith. 

Even with a good educational base, Singaporeans’ scientific literacy is uneven with much room for 
improvement. They are well versed in some areas but surprisingly uninformed about the science that affects 
their daily lives, such as the purpose of taking antibiotics and the safety of genetically-modified foods. These 
gaps affect personal well-being as well national public health.

The outlook is positive though, as Singaporeans are thirsty for scientific and technological knowledge that 
will help them communicate with the people around them. They engage with science news thoughtfully and 
critically, whether the information conforms to their existing views or not. And most Singaporeans do want 
to talk to the government about science and technology policies, although fewer people are willing to engage 
with the scientists themselves. 

To help the public not only cope with, but also participate in, scientific decisions affecting their lives, policy 
makers and the scientific community must capture the public’s imagination and give them the confidence and 
tools to engage. Scientists need to close the distance between the public and the science community so that 
more people feel enabled to enter the conversation.

In

Executive Summary

A Survey of Public Views and Attitudes Towards Science and Technology Issues in Singapore
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Key Findings
• Most respondents believed that advancements in science and 

technology improve their lives, keep the economy competitive, and 
outweigh any harmful effects.

• A majority believed that science makes their way of life change too 
fast, and that we depend too much on science and not enough on 
faith. 

• Nearly all of the respondents agreed that scientific research should 
be carefully regulated.

• Most respondents agreed that gender is not relevant to scientific 
ability but perceived Singapore’s science community to be male-
dominated and would support policies to increase women’s 
participation in science. 

• Singaporeans are well-versed in some areas but surprisingly unaware 
of facts that affect their daily lives as well as national health. 

• Singaporeans want to talk to policy makers about science and 
technology policies. 

• Singaporeans are thirsty for scientific and technological knowledge 
and the Internet is their preferred source of information.

A Survey of Public Views and Attitudes Towards Science and Technology Issues in Singapore
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INTRODUCTION
factors that affect people’s scientific knowledge or literacy—such as their nation’s scientific progress, 
their perceptions of science, and their engagement with science in the media—have come under 
the microscope internationally.

As part of their quest to develop as scientific powerhouses, Western countries have monitored public scientific 
knowledge since the mid-twentieth century. Regular surveys such as those carried out by the U.S. National Science 
Foundation, the Pew Research Center, Ipsos MORI and British Science Association in the UK, and the Australian 
Academy of Science provide a glimpse into the public’s attitudes to science, scientists and science policy. 

In comparison, the attitudes and views towards science and technology among the average Singaporean have 
remained under studied, given its relatively young research and development landscape. Yet, Singapore provides a 
different and perhaps unique context, having different economic and social motivations for scientific progress and 
different modes of public conversation about science.

This report, based on the first comprehensive survey of its kind in Singapore, is a first step towards understanding 
Singaporeans’ knowledge, attitudes and engagement with the scientific and technological endeavors that are changing 
their lives and shaping their nation. To mark where the public are on their scientific journey, the survey addressed 
three broad questions: Do Singaporeans welcome and support the influence of science and technology in their lives, 
do they understand science, and how do they engage with scientific developments.

A. Public Attitudes Towards Science and Technology
This section examines how Singaporeans feel about the role of science in their lives and the economy, and whether 
they feel that Singapore is striking the right balance. 

In contrast to the Cold War race for weaponry and space supremacy, Singapore’s scientific and technological 
development was fueled by a race of a different kind—a frantic flight up the value chain in competition with other 
fast developing economies. The desire to create industries and jobs drives national research and development policies, 
and economic competition spurs ambition and innovation. 

Culture too, in addition to economic imperatives, determines national attitudes towards science. For example, 
regions differ in how the public views the benefits and risks of scientific development. Studies have found that 
Americans who strongly believe in science’s positive benefits are less wary of its potential negative effects, whereas 
Europeans who strongly believe in science’s promise nevertheless remain moderately cautious about its impact 
(Miller, 1998). Where do Singaporeans stand? While it has developed into one of the world’s most globalized cities, 
Singapore remains distinctly Asian in its public character and purpose.

B. Public Scientific Literacy in Singapore
This section examines the level of public scientific literacy in Singapore. 

To understand public scientific knowledge it is important to understand what science is. Science is not merely 
the discussion of the elements of life, the stars and planets, chemicals, gadgets and cures. Humans view the natural 
world through many windows—especially through religion, arts and politics, as well as science. What distinguishes 
science from other perspectives is its purpose, its process, and the limits of its conclusions. Science deals only with 
ideas that can be tested, processes that can be observed, and most importantly, conclusions that are based on evidence. 
Science does not give us moral answers or explain things that we cannot observe. 

Similarly, scientific literacy is about the understanding of not only the subject matter but also the process of 
science. Do Singaporeans not only understand basic constructs such as DNA, genes, radiation, atoms and the structure 
of matter, but do they also understand the process that makes something scientific and not belief or mere opinion?

The definition of scientific literacy also varies according to the need for it. Someone who wants to engage in national 
scientific policy discussions needs a different kind of knowledge from someone who needs to make personal health 
decisions. Definitions of scientific literacy range from the ability to grasp important processes and facts, to understanding 
key theories, to being able to comprehend discussion in media with more complex discussion (Miller, 1998). 

The

A Survey of Public Views and Attitudes Towards Science and Technology Issues in Singapore
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C. Science Engagement and Media Use in Singapore
This section examines the role of traditional and social media in cultivating public scientific literacy and attitudes 
towards science and technology, learning and engagement. 

The media, like science, is no longer a one-way street. The Internet and social media give everyone the ability 
to self-learn and engage with communities across the globe. But new media also makes science communication 
vulnerable to partial information and distortion, whether well intentioned or not. Some may see it as a battleground. 
Today there are competing personas on social media battling to extinguish each other’s claims, with no intermediary 
except the self-reflection in the reader’s mind. But what do we know about this self-reflection? Scientists may worry 
that social media is a place for people to go to unthinkingly confirm their views by hearing from like-minded people. 

Previous studies found that people learn from media when they are motivated to do so (Eveland, 2001). Self-
motivation encourages people to process information, which helps them acquire knowledge. What motivates this 
quest for knowledge also affects the type of knowledge that the public self-learns—for example, the health conscious 
might be well-versed in medical developments, while the economic conscious might be more versed in cutting-edge 
commercial technologies. What are Singaporeans searching for when they engage with science in the media?

About the Survey
The survey is an initiative of Nanyang Technological University and was led by Associate Professor Shirley Ho of 
the Wee Kim Wee School of Communications and Information, and Nanyang Assistant Professor Juliana Chan, of 
the School of Chemical and Biomedical Engineering and the Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine.

Between 4 June and 2 July 2015, 967 adult Singaporeans were surveyed via an online questionnaire. Respondents 
were drawn from Qualtrics, a professional social and market research panel. Respondents were originally recruited 
by Qualtrics either directly through the company’s website or through pop-up ads and then randomly invited to 
complete the questionnaire. Those who completed the survey were awarded cash-equivalent points (e.g., gift codes 
and points) that could then be redeemed for incentives. 

In order to be nationally representative of the Singaporean population, Qualtrics set up quotas for gender, age, 
education level, and monthly household income to match the Singaporean census data. They came from a broad 
range of ages, educational levels and incomes, as well as a fairly even split between men and women. Slightly over 
half were between 35 and 54 and so would have seen considerable scientific and technological changes in their lives. 
Over a third were between the age of 21 to 34—born in the 1980s and 1990s during the infancy of home computers 
and the Internet. The remaining 9 percent were over the age of 54 and would have experienced life before much of 
the technology used today was even thought of.

Over half of the respondents had a degree or postgraduate qualification, another quarter had a diploma, and 
most of the remainder had at least some higher secondary schooling. Correspondingly, just over half had monthly 
household incomes of at least $7,000 a month. Just under a quarter had household incomes of less than $4,000 a month. 

The survey asked the respondents the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with statements about science, 
on a scale of 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). Attention filters were used within the survey to ensure that 
respondents were actually reading each question and all associated response options before selecting an answer. 
The questions in this survey were adapted from past surveys conducted in the US, the UK, and Australia (Australian 
Academy of Science, 2013; National Science Foundation, 2006). The response rate was 30 percent, as defined by the 
number of completed questionnaires divided by the number of qualifying panelists invited to participate.

Note: All percentage figures in this report are rounded. Accordingly, totals may not add up to 100 percent.

Next Steps
Through the survey results, this report aims to help the science community and policy makers understand the 
public’s knowledge and views about science and technology, and in doing so, help them to:

•    Develop policies and communication strategies to promote Singaporeans’ scientific literacy.
•    Motivate Singaporeans to engage with science and technology issues that affect their lives and future.
•     Promote a public culture conducive to scientific progress and constructive conversations about the challenges 

and trade-offs that accompany advancements in science and technology.

A Survey of Public Views and Attitudes Towards Science and Technology Issues in Singapore



PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARDS 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

A

•	 Most respondents believed that advancements in science and 
technology improve their lives, keep the economy competitive, 
and outweigh any harmful effects.

•	 A majority believed that science makes their way of life change 
too fast, and that we depend too much on science and not  
enough on faith. 

•	 Nearly all of the respondents agreed that science should be 
carefully regulated.

•	 Most respondents agreed that gender is not relevant to scientific 
ability but perceived Singapore’s science community to be male-
dominated and would support policies to increase women’s 
participation in science.
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Public Support for National 
Science and Technology Efforts
Humans have long grappled with the contrasting impacts of 
scientific and technological progress. From the elimination of small 
pox to the destruction of natural habitats, and from the creation 
of clean energy to the manufacturing of polluting chemicals, 
achieving the right balance is never easy and society is rarely 
unanimous about the right balance to strike. 

Singaporeans’ scientific and technological journey over the 
past fifty years has been as intense as any population or generation 
in the world, but how do they feel about these changes and are 
they united or divided over its direction and speed? The answer is 
that it depends on the perspective through which they look at it. 

The uniting voice behind Singapore’s scientific and 
technological journey has been an economic one. The Singapore 
government has pinned great hopes on science and technology as 
a creator of growth and jobs, since it launched the first Research 
and Development Plan in 1991 with a budget of S$2 billion to 
match. Between 2011 and 2015, Singapore devoted S$16 billion 
to research and development, representing about 0.8 percent of 
its gross domestic product. The sector employed 47,275 persons 
in 2013 (A*STAR R&D survey, 2013). This national commitment 
requires the public to trust the process and support its investments. 

0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

Science is useful in keeping our national economy competitive in today’s world

7654321

0.50% 0.70% 1.20%

15.80%

34.20% 33.30%

14.20%

Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

Figure A. The importance of science in keeping our 
national economy competitive in today’s world.

Indeed Singaporeans are nearly unanimous about 
science’s importance to economic advancement. 81.7 percent 
of survey respondents agreed that science keeps the national 
economy competitive in today’s world, with only 2.4 percent 
disagreeing—the most emphatic support compared to all 
other questions asked about the role of science in their lives 
(Figure A).

This support holds even when the issue is made real 
by bringing public funding into the question. The public 
overwhelmingly supports government funding of research and 
development, with nearly 20 percent of respondents strongly 
supporting, and 83.7 percent in total supporting government 
funding for research and development in science and technology. 
The same proportion of respondents supported government 
funding of science scholarships for Singaporean students.  
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Public Concern about the Pace 
and Nature of Change
Yet does this support hold when we turn from national economic 
outcomes to the impact of science and technology on individuals’ 
lives? New science and technology confronts families and individuals 
every day and the onward march of science can be very daunting. 
Parents might find themselves listening to a doctor explaining the 
statistics and options surrounding a rare condition affecting their 
baby. At the supermarket they must understand the ingredients 
and their origins of the increasing amount of processed food on 
the shelves. Increasingly, computers control new appliances and 
cars instead of the people using them. 

Generally, Singaporeans welcome the changes that science 
and technology bring into their lives. More than 75 percent of 
the respondents agreed that it makes their lives healthier, easier, 
and more comfortable, while only 5 percent disagreed (Figure B).

Figure B. The contribution of science and 
technology to making our lives healthier, easier,  
and more comfortable.
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Yet this is only one side of the coin —what about the 
drawbacks? A slightly less emphatic 62.4 percent of respondents 
agreed that the benefits of science and technology outweigh any 
harmful effects, while over 10 percent disagreed, and 25 percent 
were neutral, suggesting that more than a third are unsure where 
science and technology are taking us. What might this one third 
be concerned about, and is the support of the other two-thirds 
unequivocal?

In fact, a similar proportion of people who believe science 
and technology are making their lives better, also have reservations 
about its impact. 70.7 percent of respondents were concerned 
that science and technology changes their way of life too fast. 
Scientific advancement means change and people like to control 
changes in their lives.

Another strong concern is that science and technology are 
marching on in isolation from other important perspectives, 
such as faith. Scientific advancements have changed our lives 
immeasurably, yet humans must still determine what advancements Figure C. Dependence on science versus faith.

to pursue and why. To make these decisions we draw on 
different perspectives, such as philosophy, politics and religion.  
A majority of respondents, at 56.3 percent, agreed that we 
depend too much on science and not enough on faith, including 
8.10 percent that strongly agreed. Only 18.8 percent disagreed, 
including just 4.1 percent that strongly disagreed. (Figure C).

More respondents share the view that science is improving 
our lives and that its benefits outweigh the harmful effects. 
The combination of support and concern is not necessarily 
contradictory. It suggests that, while the public supports 
Singapore’s ambitious scientific goals, they are concerned 
that we are pursuing scientific progress in isolation from 
other perspectives.
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The Government’s Role  
in Science
While independent inquiry is fundamental to the integrity and 
success of scientific endeavor, researchers are subject to influences 
that guide them and keep them in check. The government and 
companies tie funding to national or economic objectives, 
institutions set safety and ethics standards, and the scientific 
community has its own system of peer review. The point is, where 
does the public, who might eventually be the recipient of these 
developments, enter the equation of influence?

Nearly all of the respondents, at 86.1 percent, agreed that 
science should be carefully regulated. It would be worthwhile to 
find out what problems they think regulation should address.

Public Perceptions of the 
Science Community
The image of grey men in white lab coats has long dominated 
the popular image of the scientist, and while today’s images of 
scientists might have less grey hair and more likely be of Asian 
origin than several decades ago, the image of a woman scientist 
remains the exception in the public mind. In fact 61.7 percent—
nearly two thirds—of the respondents agreed that they believed 
the scientific community to be dominated by men. 

Yet there is room for optimism, if not for patience, about the 
current situation. The respondents believed that a good scientist 

is a good scientist—whether they are a man or a woman has 
nothing to do with it. A very high number of respondents 
were neutral when asked whether they agreed that woman 
and men are good scientists, at 44.2 percent and 43.6 percent 
respectively, with less than 10 percent disagreeing with 
either statement. Only 5.8 percent disagreed that the science 
community is open to women scientists. 

Yet, the barriers are more complex than the question 
of whether women are welcome to work in laboratories. 
Correspondingly, the respondents showed clear support for 
policies aimed at increasing the number of female scientists 
in the scientific community—73 percent support such policies 
and a negligible 4.6 do not.

Similarly there is also little difference in how the public 
perceives the science community’s openness to local and foreign 
scientists. 62.2 percent believe that the science community is 
open to local scientists, and 10 percent more, at 72 percent, 
believe the same with regard to foreign scientists, with about a 
quarter being neutral about whether the scientific community 
is open to local and foreign scientists. 

However, compared to the support for helping women 
into science, they have not made up their mind about funding 
to attract foreign scientists to Singapore—again a quarter are 
neutral and 56.6 percent support this, compared to the 73 
percent that support policies to increase the participation of 
women in the science community.



PUBLIC SCIENTIFIC LITERACY 
IN SINGAPORE

B

• Singaporeans are well versed in some areas but surprisingly 
unaware of facts that affect their daily lives as well as national 
health concerns. 

• Low knowledge was demonstrated in topics that have been the 
subject of international public debate.
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The Need for Scientific Literacy
In 21st century society, basic science and technology have penetrated 
our lives completely—medicines, lasers, genetics and even cosmetics. 
Not only do people regularly face decisions in their own lives that 
require some degree of scientific understanding, but their views 
and actions have an impact on the community around them, 
whether through public discussion about policy issues like organ 
donation or their disposal and recycling habits. 

Some of these issues are incredibly important to the future—
climate change, genetics and energy. Before the scientific community 
can engage the public and policy makers and inspire them to care 
about the scientific issues that are incredibly important to their 
future, they must first understand how literate the public is. 

The public may first need to understand basic terms and 
ideas, such as DNA, genes, radiation, atoms and the structure 
of matter. But they also need to understand the processes from 
which science gains its authority and trust, such as the processes 
scientists use to test their theories, before the public can draw 
useful conclusions on scientific data presented to them. 

Tracing the Public’s  
Scientific Journey 
For many years, Western countries have monitored the public’s 
scientific knowledge as part of their quest to develop as scientific 
powerhouses. The United States has tracked public scientific 
knowledge since before Neil Armstrong stepped onto the moon 
and throughout the United States’ scientific race with its cold war 
foe, the Soviet Union. 

As the 20th century drew to a close, approximately 17 percent 
of the populations of the US, the UK, France, Denmark and the 
Netherlands were scientifically literate (Miller, 1998). This was 
better than all other tracked countries including other European 
Union countries and Japan (Miller et al., 1997). 

Until now, Singapore’s public scientific literacy has not 
been tracked, so at this first step, what should we expect them 
to know, and what can we make of the results? Definitions of 
scientific literacy vary according to beliefs about why the public 
should understand science. Engaging in national scientific policy 
discussions requires a different level of knowledge than making 
personal health decisions, and consumer choices requires a different 
level again. What does it mean to be scientifically literate in 
Singapore’s context?

Uneven Scientific Literacy  
in Singapore
The economic importance of Singapore’s scientific and 
technological journey has probably strongly influenced what 
Singaporeans know about science. The survey revealed a 
good knowledge of some technical areas, compared to some 
surprising ignorance or uncertainty about others.

Singaporeans are well versed in traditional scientific 
knowledge and where they may have encountered terms 
in everyday use (Table 1). Reproduction and technology 
proved to be the most well-known areas of science to the 
respondents—79 percent correctly identified as false the 
statement that it is the mother’s genes that decide whether a 
baby is a boy or a girl, and, even better, 80.9 percent knew 
that nanotechnology deals with extremely small things. 

But perhaps most concerning was the poor knowledge 
about the purpose of taking antibiotics. Nearly half of the 
survey respondents, at 46.1 percent, thought antibiotics kill 
viruses as well as bacteria, and 7.5 percent were unsure about 
whether the statement “Antibiotics will kill viruses as well as 
bacteria” was true. This is surprising given that doctors in 
Singapore commonly prescribe antibiotics in person and so 
should be able to explain this to patients. It is also alarming 
given concerns that overuse of antibiotics has led to a rise in 
antibiotic-resistant bacteria, colloquially known as “super-bugs”. 

Singaporeans also appear to have low knowledge in 
some controversial topics, despite international coverage 
and interest. Almost half of the respondents, at 43.8 percent, 
incorrectly thought that genetically-modified food is not mostly 
safe for consumption and 21.3 percent didn’t know. Nearly 
one-third of respondents were not sure whether radioactive 
milk can be made safe by boiling, and one-quarter disagreed 
with the statement, “Human beings, as we know them today, 
developed from earlier species of animals”. Surprisingly, the 
statement that the Earth takes a day to travel around the sun 
tripped up 36.5 percent of the respondents, but countering 
this poor performance, 81 percent knew that the Earth’s 
core is very hot.
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True False
Don’t 
know

All radioactivity is man-made.  F 26.60% 58.80% 14.60%

Electrons are smaller than atoms.  T 64.10% 18.80% 17.10%

Lasers work by focusing sound waves.  F 20.90% 52.70% 26.40%

Antibiotics will kill viruses as well as bacteria.  F 46.10% 46.30% 7.50%

The oxygen we breathe comes from plants.  T 69.70% 25.60% 4.70%

Radioactive milk can be made safe by boiling it.  F 6.80% 64.10% 29.10%

It is the mother’s genes that decide whether a baby is a boy or girl.  F 10.50% 79.00% 10.40%

Human beings, as we know them today, developed from earlier species of 
animals.  T

62.60% 25.90% 11.60%

The centre of the Earth is very hot.  T 81.70% 7.90% 10.40%

Genetically-modified food is mostly safe for consumption.  T 34.90% 43.80% 21.30%

The Earth takes a day to go around the sun.  F 36.50% 55.70% 7.80%

Nanotechnology deal with things that are extremely small.  T 80.90% 5.40% 13.80%

Sunscreen protects the skin from infrared solar radiation.  F 57.20% 35.80% 7.00%

Stem cells are different from other cells because they are found only in 
plants.  F

20.70% 61.00% 18.30%

T  and F  denotes the correct answer for each statement in the table.

Table 1. Public scientific literacy in Singapore



SCIENCE ENGAGEMENT  
AND media use  
IN SINGAPORE

C

• Singaporeans want to talk to the government about science and 
technology policies. 

• Singaporeans are thirsty for scientific and technological 
knowledge, in which the Internet is their preferred source. 

•	 Singaporeans think carefully about science information on social 
media rather than taking it at face value.
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Figure D. Traditional and new media outlets for the 
dissemination of science and technology news.

The Need for Science 
Communication in Singapore
There is a clear need to enlarge and improve public discussion 
about science and technology in Singapore. While Singaporeans are 
largely positive about the role of science and technology in their 
lives, and support the devotion of significant public funds to these 
efforts, their support falters when they consider other perspectives, 
such as faith. Not helping this situation is uneven scientific literacy, 
which leaves room for uncertainty and unconstructive debate.  

These issues underscore the critical need to improve public 
discussion in Singapore. To help the public not only cope with, 
but also participate in, scientific decisions affecting their lives, 
the science community must capture the public’s imagination, 
understand the personal beliefs and values that drive them, and 
give them the confidence and tools to engage policy makers.

But are Singaporeans motivated for this journey and how 
prepared are they to engage with the government, scientists and 
the media about these issues? 

Public Engagement with 
Science in Singapore
The good news is that Singaporeans are thirsty for scientific and 
technological knowledge and engagement. Importantly, they 
want to talk to the government about science and technology 
policies, and get involved in the actual decision making process. 
81 percent of respondents would like the government to engage 
with the public about science and technology issues. 

Of concern though is that fewer people would like to 
engage with the science community itself. Only 57.8 percent 
agreed that they were willing to engage with the scientists 
themselves, with a further 28.6 percent being neutral about 
this, and 13.6 disagreeing that they would like to engage 
scientists. Scientists need to close the distance between the 
public and the science community so that more people feel 
empowered to enter the conversation. 

Singaporeans are already engaging to some extent, 
keeping themselves informed for their own interest and 
understanding. Around two-thirds of respondents agreed 
that they like to keep themselves informed about science and 
technology. For their self-education in science and technology, 
Singaporeans are turning to both traditional and new media, 
although the Internet is surpassing television and the print 
media in attracting people’s attention to science (Figure D).
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11.2 percent agree that they pay a lot of attention to science 
and technology news on the Internet, and slightly less say the 
same about social media, at 7.7 percent. Television garners 7.1 
percent of this dedicated attention while newspapers are lagging 
behind at 6.4 percent. A further 62.7 percent are paying a good 
amount of attention to the Internet, followed by newspapers at 
58.8 percent and social media at 55.1 percent. 

Social Media and Science 
Communication in Singapore
Social media is the dominant interactive information source 
of our time and is increasingly populated with science-related 
topics and networks. People use social media to campaign for 
and against vaccines, foods, diets, exercise regimes and parenting 
techniques. But to the science community this free-for-all might 
seem like the Wild Wild West compared to the stringent process 
of peer-reviewed scientific journals. Some might worry that social 
media spreads inaccuracies like mosquitoes spread dengue. What 
does go on in the minds of those who read this information and 
how do they interact with it? 

The survey results should make scientists optimistic about 
the role of social media in science communication and education. 

Figure E. Processing the opinions of others on 
social media regarding science and technology.
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More than half of the respondents, at 52.3 percent, are likely 
to stop and think about others opinions about science and 
technology on social media (Figure E), while 51.6 percent 
carefully analyze information shared by others about science 
and technology. This response does not change significantly 
when reading views they don’t share—52.9 percent will still 
carefully analyze it.

While Singaporeans generally do not use social media 
proactively to share their views or information about science, 
they are engaging in the more passive way that social media 
facilitates—just over 40 percent “like” or promote material 
about science and technology (It would be interesting to 
compare this with their propensity to like cat videos and 
heart-warming anecdotes). The respondents are nearly as 
likely—at 38.3 percent—to re-post material about science 
and technology issues or post links to science and technology 
articles. In other words, the respondents like to share the 
content without adding their thoughts.
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